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Down

7. Supercomputer inventor, getting on, produced
coloured pencil. (6)
8. Art of jazz drumming with a metal toe cap? (6)
10. Anya cut up rough, got into a state, in Mexico.
(7)
11. Muscle twitch after surgical procedure
necessitates help when measuring out spirits in
bar.(5)
12. I mixed up Tao for something from ancient
Greece; it made only the slightest difference.
(4)
13. “Pinafore” gets special interest rate on modern
stage extension. (5)
17. 1974 Twiggy movie and 1995 crime movie,
both just corn! (5)
18. Wingless parasite designated by Florida
Environment Agency. (4)
22. Note: arm or leg used to gain height up tree or
rock. (5)
23. Separatists following river through Merthyr
bring fine fabric. (7)
24. After Romania, war correspondent Kate
became a rock band’s travel manager. (6)
25. The iceman cometh most unruly into the movie
theatre. (6)

1. Alice, having lost all her energy felt a cry
welling inside as she polymerized into
thermoplastic resin. (7)
2. Baron accountant ate something resembling
berries. (7)
3. Night flier, having ingested uranium, mutates
to be entirely oral. (5)
4. Policeman eying Albania from observation
post discovers sweet flavoured liquor. (7)
5. Saint Katharine revealing ray used on ice? (5)
6. Woman near church sees Virginian execute
unlawfully. (5)
9. A nasty pal deviously reveals someone had
cosmetic surgery. (9)
14. Dreaming of Things to Come, Sir Arthur,
without a shilling, made tea into dry white
wine. (7)
electronic
15. Find secondary shelter by
messaging device. (7)
16. Foreign secretary vacation abode. (7)
19. Quercus fruit from primary grain crop. (5)
20. Smoke a hundred before changed Baltic city.
(5)
21. Top mariner predicament provides addition
giving inflected form. (5)
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